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ENERGY PRODUCTION SYSTEMS

duced by
concerning :

Before speaking of the uses of plutonium and U233 pro-
accelerators, I would like to recall some orders of magnitude

- the energy production systems,

- the associate resources.

The energy production from a given matter is propor-
tional to modifications, to alterations of structure of this matter.

J.I. Kinetic energy

For instance, if we decide fas the ecologists do)
to modify neither the nuclei's composition nor the atom's electron
cloud, the order of magnitude of the energy recovered from the matters
kinetic energy is the fieV per atom [TRANSP.1~\ ; of course this value
is only an order of magnitude ; it is dependent upon the atomic mass
and velocity. These kinds of energy, in France, often called "soft
energies" are in reality soft on material, not on man!

The first example of such an energy is hydraulic
energy [TRANSP.2J which is a sort of solar energy. 37 000 billion tons
of water fall each year on the earth's surface which corresponds to
36 000 TWh (one third of which could be recovered).

Another kind of solar energy is wind .energy \TRANSP.3~\
Wind power is 1 Million CW which correspond to a potential energy equal
to nearly 10 000 TWh/y. It is very difficult to estimate the proportion
which could be recovered practically.

1.2. Chemical energy

If we modify the electronic clouds atoms to create
molecules, the order of magnitude of the energy which is recovered is
the eV per atom [TRANSPA].

Humanity 's first chemists [TRANSP. 5 ] used the reaction
C + Op »- COp + h eV (I cannot absolutely gerantee that they were
conscious of thatf).

jg The resources of coal, gas and oti correspond to
10 kWh with regard to assured resources and 10 kWh with regard
to ultimate resources.

1.3. Nuclear energy

The fission of a nucleus A releases an energy e
equal to 200 MeV per nucleus [TRANSP.62 . The energy e'released in a
fusion reaction is almost 10 MeV per initial nucleus.

• • • / • • *
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Per atom the energy recovered from fusion or fission is
ten or one hundred million times greater than from chemical reactions
and ten thousand or a hundred thousand billion times greater than from
kinetic energy.

Nuclear energy is a serious energy, consequently
I have not illustrated the next transparencies. I prefer to focus your
attention only on formulas, numbers and demonstrations !

This transparency [7~\ gives the uranium and thorium
resources for fission energy. The reasonably assured and estimated
resources are equal to jS Million Tons for uranium and between four and
six Million Tons for thorium (with prices under 130$'Ikg). The speculative
resources amount to 20 MT for U and. probably 80 MTons for Th.

The world's supply of uranium in the oceans amounts
to if Billion Tons but it should not be forgotten that to recover 1 kWhe
(from a PWR) it is necessary to remove and to process 10 Tons of
water (the present estimated prices, between 500$ and 1000$lkg show
that the energy balance is surely not positive).

There are also 10 Tons of uranium in the . lithosphère
but the problem is how to recover it ?

With regard to fusion, the Li resources amount to
5 MT (the energy recovered from D. T. reactions is roughly equal to the
energy recovered from uranium assured resourcesJ. 01 course the world's
supply of deuterium in the oceans amounts to 5.10 Tons but the
use of deuterium iand deuterium only) would suppose the realization of
controlled D.D. reactions.

I.U. Annihilation energy

"Matter is energy and energy is matter" said Albert
EINSTEIN at the begining of this century.- Some GeV [TRANSP. S] per atom
might be recovered by total destruction of protons, neutrons,... or
quarks. It is not forbidden to dream!

1.5. The different ways of producing 'JKWh

Lei us wake up and now look at this figure [TRANSP.9]
It summarizes the above data. To produce 1 kWh it is necessary :

- to remove several tons or several tens of tons of water or air,

- to burn several hundred gs of coal fuel or gas,

- to fission several tens of it g of plutonium or uranium,

- to destroy several tens of ng of quarks.
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I would like to stress a point : when we say UO p-g of
uranium to produce 1 kWh, that means hO ft g of uranium destroyed {or
I4O ft g of fission products created). This value is much smaller than, for
instance, the quantity of natural uranium required to produce 1 electric
kWh from a PWR. This point is fundamental ; we will see in a few minu-
tes that uranium assured resources are sufficient to cover humanity's
energy requirements only if all the heavy nuclei are fissioned ; these
resources are widely insufficient if only U 235 and a small part of U 238
are used.

II . ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND RESOURCES

The thick black lines on this figure [TRANSP.IO] represent
the. estimated world's energy cumulative consumption during the twenty-
first century. «c

The lower line f 10 kWh) indicates the consumption
calculated with the 1982 level (zero growth of standard of living and
population from double every twenty years.

I"7

The upper line (ID ' kWh) indicates the consumption
caculated for. an energy consumption that will double every twenty
years. .

The chemical energy resources (gas, fuel and coal) are
represented with the red rectangle. The lower part of this rectangle is
relative to assured reserves and the upper part is relative to the
ultimate resources.

I have done the same thing for uranium, thorium,
lithium and deuterium. With regard to uranium and thorium, the resources
should be limited to the speculative value (extraction from seawater
appears rather unrealistic ) . These resources (expressed in kWh)
are a thermal energy ; they suppose ' that all the nuclei are burned'.
U235, U238 (via Pu 239) and Th 232 (via U233).

As a reminder I have also mentioned hydraulic energy
(potential and recoverable values).

Oil, gas and coal ultimate resources, which must
be reserved for the third world. They would be burned, in one century,
in my non-unrealistic hypothesis of growth, without a large development
of nuclear energy.

The fission energy resources seem to be sufficient
with assured resources, four times enough with regard to estimates
resources and fourty times for speculative resources but this affirmation
is true only if all the heavy nucJides are burned.

The U235 fissile nucleus concentration is only equal to
0 J°lo ; there are not any fissile nuclei in ' thorium. The fissile nuclei
resources represent only J.5% of naturel resources [TRANSP. 1Î]

Fissile Pu 239 may be produced from U238, fissile U233
may be produced from Th 232. A quasi-entire conversion of all the
fertile isotopes will be necessary to satisfy energy requirements.
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The .assured resources used to produce electricity from
LWR ̂ would give 0.1%. of .total, energy requirements: {.TRANSP.12^ . The
speculative resources less than T'lo (without uranium and plutonium recy-
cling but these recyclings do not change the orders of magnitude). Only
all the uranium contained in all the oceans could solve the problem
of a bad conversion ratio !

Ill - THE USE OF FERTILE ISOTOPES

How can we burn all fertile isotopes ? As a rule, it is
easy with breeder reactors !

On this transparency \_13~] are represented the numbers of
neutrons emitted per fission of Pu 239 and U233.

Among these neutrons, one neutron maintains the
fission chain reaction, one neutron can regenerate the fissile nuclei rate
(there is an exact compensation between fissile nuclei burned and
fissile nuclei created), the remainder of emitted neutrons being able to
produce new fissile isotopes.

But there are capture in U233, in Pu239, there are cap-
ture in fission products, in structure materials, a.s.o., there are
leakage... the mass of fissile material produced in a reactor is necessa-
rily, inevitably small. The breeding may just be barely obtained
in the case of thorium cycle.

To have nuclear reactors is fine, to have breeders is
better but it is not enough. I would like to explain this point with an
example [TRANSP. ]

Let us suppose, in . the year 2000, the totality of
plutonium produced in all the reactors in the world will be available
(approximately 1G00 Tons), let us suppose that 200 fast breeder reactors
are built during the year 2000, let us suppose these reactors have a
marvellous doubling time equal to ten years, let us suppose... we are
allowed to dream... well ! this exponential number of breeders will have
produced between the year 2000 and 2050 only 2% of the required
energy. Such breeder plant having this exponential development would be
inefficient for several decades but later it would prove itself !

More plutonium is necessary to start higher. Without a
large external production of plutonium, breeders cannot efficiently be
introduced in nuclear plants.

IV . THE ACCELERATORS

This plutonium may be produced from proton-accelerators
and in blankets surrounding fusion reactors (this second solution
will be treated this afternoon by M. CARRE).

The principle of the spallator, or the accelerator-breeder
or the accelerator (I do not know what is the best terminology) is
represented on this transparency [/5] . The numerical values come
from a study carried out last year by six students of the "Genie
Atomique" School. This study was cosponsorded by the C.E.A. and
E.D.F.. The subject was :
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- determination of a proton-accelerator,

- determination of a target,

- uses of plutonium in PWRs (unmodified PWRs and HCPWRS),

- comparisons with other systems.

Protons ~re accelerated up to an energy equal to 1.5GeV
fin this study); the GeV is the order of magnitude. These protons pene-
trate a target {which may be made of lead, uranium,...). From spalla-
tion-evaporation reactions, high energy fission, fast and thermal fissions,
several tens of neutrons are produced per proton-CeV and these neutrons
may be captured in a uranium or thorium blanket, giving Pu 239
or U 233- In this study the target and the ' blanket are one in the
same.

The target is very similar to the one proposed by
Pr. Furukawa : a molten salt NaF - LiF - UF^ - PuFj is used and the
plutonium is continuously extracted by drawing ofr . a part of the
salt.

Thermal energy is produced in the target (by proton
energy, high energy fission , fast fissions , thermal fissions). This
energy is used £c procedure electricity for the accelerator.

Plutonium is not extracted from salt during the target's
first year of life. Then the Pu concentration reaches 0.1%, corresponding
to 1.7 Tons of Pu in the target [TRANSP.16] . The Pu increases the
effective multiplication factor of the target and consequently the number of
neutrons produced .and. reduces the quantity of salt to be reprocessed.
The 60 neutrons created per proton produce h.66 kg of Pu per day.
This quantity of Pu is obtained by reprocessing 600 liters of salt
per day .

V . THE USE OF PLUTONIUM PRODUCED IN ACCELERATORS

V.I. The use of Plutonium in PWR and HCPWR ^

How can we use this plutonium produced from accelera-
tors? In the study proposed to our students, the plutonium had to
be used in conventional PWR or in HCPWR .

s s
On the upper part of the transparency \l7] the multipli-

cation factor and the conversion ratio are represented as a function of
moderation.

It is well known that good conversion ratios are obtai-
ned only with hard spectrum but in this case a rather high concentration

in .fissile isotopes is necessary.

Then the choice must be made between :

- a large fissile inventory and consequently a small quantity
of plutonium to add in each reloading, or



- a rather small fissile inventory hut a bigger quantity of
plutonium to add in reloadings.

In a standard PWR the Pu concentration is equal to
2.6% because the plutonium has almost no higher isotopes.

A conversion ratio equal to 0.95 has been obtained
from standard PWR

- by reducing the cell pitch from 1.26 cm to 1.13 cm,

- by replacing light water by a mixture of 30% heavy water and
• .7O°!o light water.

V.2. The different uses of plutonium

Let us now leave this particular study and let us try
to find in more general cases the different uses of plutonium produced
in accelerators.

I have considered three extreme cases (almost caricatu-
res) [TRANSP. 18] :

- the first one concerns the use of plutonium in a conventional
PWR with a once-through cycle (the non-reprocessing may be simulated
by a C.R. equal to zero). One accelerator feeds 3 PWR (the life-
time of the PWR is assumed to be equal to the accelerator s ; that is
30 years),

- the second case concerns a very good' HCPWR .of which the C.R.
is equal to 1 ; (this value makes calculations easier!)* 1 accelerator can
start if HCPWR if the total fissile inventory is 15 Tons of Pu (that is .
7.5Tons in core and 7.5 tons out of core ),

- the third case concerns a fast breeder reactor with a total fis-
sile inventory equal to 10 Tons - it is only an example-. 1 accelerator
can start 6 FBR but the difference is important : these FBR can
themselves start otner FBR . s

s

Three cases may be considered according to the value
of the C.R. (less than 1 - equal to 1 - greater than 1)\TRANSP. 19]

If we suppose for instance that the nuclear power plant
is a linear function of time, the number of accelerators is proportional to
the number of reactors, given a continuous model of course. So the num-
ber of accelerators would also be a linear function of time .

In the case of a C.R. equal to 1 the number of
accelerators is constant. The accelerators are used only to start new
reactors.

For a C.R. greater than 1 , accelerators are used
to start the breeders whenever their doubling time is unsufficient.
After a time accelerators may be suppressed. Furthermore plutonium
is produced in excess.
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So there are different, ways to use plutonium. Which
is the best? It is of course very difficulty to answer this question.
I will merely show on this transparency [20 J what would be the non-
levelized capital cost of a system S; accelerator + reactor as a function
of the price of the accelerator including the target,... and so on).

The price of the FBR is assumed to be a times the price
of the PWR ; three values have been considered

a= 1 a= 1.3 a= 1.7

The price of the accelerator is assumed to vary
between the price of a PWR and 2.5 times this price; it is the /J parameter.

To simplify, the price of a ' HCPWR is assumed to
be equal to the price of a conventional PWR fit is perhaps à little
optimistic).

Taking into account previous results we obtain :

- For the conventional PWR with once-through cycle

S = 1 + 0.33 1 ace. for 3 PWR

- For the HCPWR

S = 1 + 0.25 1 ace. for 4 HCPWR

So the mean value is, for LWR, approximately

S = 1 + 0.3 /3 (the blue line on the figure)

Concerning FBR two' extreme cases may be considered :

- If FBR are built from now to eternity (an interesting perspec-
tive for Novatome!).the capital cost of the system ACC + FBR is only
the cost of the FBR because capital costs have not been levelized
and because accelerators are used only to start the first breeders.

- Looking at the opposite, hypothesis , if the FBR program is
stopped very early, before the number of accelerators is reduced
(the reason might be... the discovery of a new means of producing energy
with a very low cost for instance, or a world government dominated by
sun-worshipers, or other thing, I don't know!) then the capital cost
is equal to + 0A7 R (GFBR^ for 1 ace).

a in one case, a+ 0.17(3 in the other case : we have
drawn Q+ 0,08/3 lines.

In these conditions we see on the transparency that :

- if the FBR capital cost is not greater than 20% of the PWR cost,
the ace + FBR system is competitive whatever the accelerator cost
may be,

• • • / • • *
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- if the FBR cost is 3O°lo greater than the PWR cost, the ace. +
FBR system is competitive only if the cost of the accelerator is 1.5 times
greater than the PWR's,

- if the FBR cost is 70% greater than the PWR cost fit is
a very pessimistic hypothesis], so the ACC + FBR system might be competi-
tive only if the accelerator's cost is three times the cost of a PWR.

Of course all these values are roughly estimated,
the aim is only to give orders of magnitude.

VI. THE THORIUM CYCLE

Until now, in all these examples we have only considered
the uranium cycle. Let us not forget that: thorium is four times more
abundant in nature than uranium.

The molten salt reactor is surely the one which is
best adapted for thorium [TRANSP. 2l], why ?

- U 232 is always associated with U 233 which is the
fissile isotope in the thorium cycle. U 232 leads by radioactive decay to
Tl 208 and Bi 212 which are very hard y emitters. The possibility
of avoiding the fabrication of solid fuel elements by the use of molten
salt fuel is surely an attractive solution.

- Reciprocally, uranium cycle in molten salt reactoz's is
not the best way . This transparency \_22~^ shows the neutronic value
of different isotopes in a scale for which U 238 has ,a value equal to

0 • and Pu 239 a value equal to 1. This figure, previously used
for a paper on plutonium recycling, shows that, for Pu, even number
isotopes have a very negative contribution. This negative contribution
is still greater in MSBR than in PWR because the spectrum is softer.
Those negative contributions lead to a rather high fissile inventory
and what's more the C.R. is not good compared to the FBR's.

The U 233 produced in accelerators has surely then its
best use in molten salt reactors.

This transparency [<?_?] represents a schema of the
MSBR developed by ORNL along with Che two kinds of cells contained in
the reactor.

The blue colour represents the graphite and the red
colour the salt.

The salt circulates in the reactor and transfers its
calories to another inactiv salt in a heat exchanger. The secondary salt
transfers its calories in a steam generator ... and so on.

Breeding with thorium may be reached with such
a reactor because an excellent economy of neutrons is achieved. A part
of salt " is continuously extracted and the salt reprocessed. Pa 233
is extracted but also fission products which significantly reduce sterile
captures.

...I...
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The total fissile inventory of all the primary circuit is
very small : Î.5T of U 233.

This transparency [<?4] represents the capital cost
of a system ACC + MSR. 1 ACC. producing 1.5T of U 233 per year
is able to feed 30 MSR during its life. So, if the MSR cost is y times
the cost of a PWR, the cost of the system is y + 0.03 /3 . Three values
have been considered for 7 ; 1, 1.3, 1.7.

I would like to stress a point : the very small depen-
dancy of the total cost of the system on the cost of the accelerator.
The breeding gain is small but the fissile inventory is very small.

VII . CONCLUSION

To conclude [TRANSP. 25\ I would like to say that
an important development of nuclear energy imposes the use of reactors
in which a good economy in neutrons is realized, that means

the FBR for. the uranium cycle

the MSR for the thorium cycle

The dynamic of development of such reactors necessarely
leads to an association of accelerators to the nuclear plants.

We will need fast breeder reactors, we will need molten
salt reactors, we will need accelerators,

Unless, of course ...

- the world's population greatly decreases,

- unless the standard of living is reduced,

- unless humanity decides to refuse nuclear energy and decides
to turn towards solar energy exclusively . . .
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